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After years of preaching, teaching, and counseling, influential Christian innovator A. Bernard reveals the
four qualities ladies want in a man—R.characteristics that contribute to a satisfying and happy romantic
relationship.As a longtime pastor of a big-city church, A. In his publication, Bernard teaches readers how
to recognize and cultivate these characteristics toward a content and long-lasting relationship— Bernard has
witnessed couples in every stage of life. He’s been with them as they experienced dizzying joys,
unspeakable tragedies, and everything in between.s seen that whilst every situation is exclusive, people’
With this in mind, Bernard has created a straightforward system for focusing on how lovers relate to each
other. After almost four decades of preaching, teaching, and counseling, he’ As women and men have
come to Bernard for spiritual counseling and guidance, he’s behaviors and outcomes are amazingly
consistent.s learned patterns of behavior that are repeated time and again. Maturity, decisiveness,
regularity, and strength—they are the four items women want and want most from a man.R.one built to
weather any storm.
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Awesome book! It's concise, not preachy. My wait had not been in vain. If we are able to get this book in
to the nads of every black man AND get them to examine and research it together, it will change our
community once we know it. The info inside is usually Biblically sound and relies greatly on the males in
the family members to take full responsibility for themselves and their wives and family members.
Excellent book This book ought to be required reading for each young person regardless of religious
affiliation. It was an easy read therefore informative. I would certainly recommend this as required
reading for dark men in churches, universities, prisons, anywhere you may get it to them. Information
Must have!R. Bernard's transparency into his own 45 12 months marriage. Bernard! Great reserve!. It
discusses obviously and concisely the wishes of men and women - exposing that people are likely looking
for the same issue however the manifestation of each by gender vary.. This book is a good addition to the
library of any man or woman This book is an excellent addition to the library of any male or female. great
reserve. I would suggest it to single, married, or those taking into consideration marriage in the future.
There has to be some life changing things within. I also just like the fact that as you're this it will make
you think and before you realize you're completed with the reserve.. I experienced some reservations but
this reserve helped me to obtain obvious about my reservations. Although he is a great guy, he's not the
one for me at this time. Thanks Dr. Very thought provoking I rated this publication a 5 star because it is
rather helpful, and Biblically and prayer based with examples of not only how men should live but also
women by the principles that are instructed by God. Must Read This is my pastor and I really like hearing
him on Sundays. I was very curious about this book because it has been promised to us for awhile. This
book has the potential to change the complete landscape for the black family! Essential read.!. Trimming
through all of the jargon Bernand targets four traits, maturity, decisiveness, consistency, and strength. It's
an excellent reference periodically and the very best part, you'll soon recognize that the principles connect
with therefore many areas in your daily life also. This is where the real work begins! It removes all of the
doubts and fears of what adulthood is. It clearly and truly explains how a real guy behaves. The advice is
practical rather than "preachy". The prose flows so well that one can find oneself inclined to
comprehensive in one sitting. The key qualities in men sought by women, explained from a place of
kindness The minefield of present day dating and relationships is befuddling, and particularly in a world
with so many competing viewpoints and media saturation. It is also not a reserve that will be go through
once and deposit. This book is really good.In retrospect, the 4 traits appear simple enough, however each
of the 4 involves self-discipline, which is apparently the overarching theme of all four factors. The
development of each of the four elements requires accurate self-reflection and self-self-discipline; you
cannot fake maturity, decisiveness, consistency or strength. Fortunately faith, family, and community can
all serve to help in these qualities.This book gives the clueless an improved clue in regards to what a
woman is really looking for in a life partner, and start some on the path to developing a older self. Good,
Basic Assistance for Mature Couples It's a book that I would suggest for couples likely to get married in
order to help them with the tools necessary for an effective marriage. Although you can find good
nuggets of wisdom, at times I thought the book lacked depth for the reason that it might use more
practical steps in achieving the lofty goals stated. Simple and to the point. This book has helped me find
the words that had been at the tip of my tounge amd the top of my list. Today he must come built with
them or keep ot movin’! I waited through 3 long term romantic relationships to see these characteristics.
The author is right about a lot of the characteristics of women and how they relate to how we relate with
men.! The publication is written from a perspective that throughout history our outlook and sights about
marriage may change, but we must rely on God's word that's always true and never changes no matter
the days. Great book by a great author and pastor! Quick shipment. Loving the brand new son. Great
book Good read Great book!.! I like the truth that anyone can pick this up, browse it and apply all or
some of the concepts to your daily life immediately or just a little later. Through his encounter, these four



elements are detailed being the traits women seek, and also the foundations for the makings of a
accountable male. I’m learning a whole lot from the content. Life changing book This book was given as
a gift to my adult son. I even purchased it for a pal that wished to consider dating towards relationship.
Would order from vendor again. Fantastic Great book. This was an excellent book for strengthening
relationships Good book Great book and author Great Read!.thanks a lot! I was extremely impressed with
A. Information very interesting
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